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Abstract
Nowadays Web Services are one of the most rapidly developed technologies and have become platform for e-commerce as well as B2B model. Therefore, when Web Services use SOAP as a protocol for communication, their security should be considered. However, those SOAP messages are prone to XML attacks that can create a foundation for typical faults and make it vulnerable to use. Unfortunately, recent researches established that solutions to deal with these problems have several limitations. In this paper, we explore attacks on SOAP messages and also provide confidentiality and integrity solutions. It is a tolerant scheme which is able to automatically detect and fix typical faults occurred in SOAP messages to combat with the security threats in order to improve its reliability.

1. Introduction
Web Services technologies are used for facilitating the integration of applications in form Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and B2B systems via SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). This protocol supports the delivery of SOAP messages which carry data from the sender to the receiver [1]. Therefore, once SOAP messages contain significant information, their integrity and confidentiality is critical to the security of the Web Services. However, there is much vulnerability in XML documents caused by several external factors such as Denial of Service (DoS), Oversize Payloads, Replay attacks, XML rewriting attacks, parameter tampering attacks and so on. These attacks cause damages to the SOAP messages and make it vulnerable to use in Web Services environment. Unfortunately, recent researches established that solutions to deal with these problems have several limitations. Thus the security of SOAP message is a challenge of system integration.

In this paper, we discover some attacks on SOAP messages in SOA such as such as DoS attacks, XML rewriting attacks, parameter tampering and provide a tolerant scheme to deal with these threats on confidentiality and integrity of SOAP messages. It is a system which is able to detect and fix typical faults occurred due to attacks on SOAP messages. We will provide details of each function in next sections. By that the security of the SOAP message is improved.

2. Related Studies
Similar classification and functional relationships were explored in various discovery working groups.

In [2,3], researchers describe solutions to prevent XML rewriting attacks on SOAP messages by signing SOAP messages structure in it header. So the SOAP messages can be safe from intermediates to the final receiver. But the problem can happen if Web Services’ clients are attackers. They may inject some dangerous data by using XML Injection or SQL Injection on SOAP messages before sending them to providers. In order to deal with this problem, we propose a system has a XML schema validator and a SQL validator to validate SOAP message to prevent XML Injection and SQL Injection.

In [4], authors developed a technique called Bit-Stream which is able to automatically detect the vulnerabilities and risks, while offering advice for higher security. In [5], a system named Security Description Assistant is proposed to identify and fix typical faults in SOAP messages because of XML rewriting attacks. In this paper, we have employed more comprehensive functions to detect and possibly fix faults occurred due to attacks on SOAP messages. Specifically, our current system is able to detect XML injection attacks, XML tempering attacks, content reordering, deleting attacks, Denial-of-Service, Oversize Payloads, and Replay attacks. We will provide details of each function in next sections. By that the security of the SOAP message is improved.

3. Attacks on SOAP messages
In this section, some possible attacks on SOAP messages are discussed here.
A. Parameter tampering attacks:
Parameter tampering attacks based on the manipulation of parameters exchanged between client and server in order to change application data, such as user credentials and permission, price, quality of products, etc. The parameter tampering attack can be subdivided into XML Injection and the SQL Injection attack [6].

B. XML rewriting attacks:

XML rewriting attacks refers to a message modified by malicious attackers without altering the signature.

C. DoS Attacks:

Denial of Service attacks are used by attackers to prevent the service from functioning as intended. These attacks are usually implemented by depriving the application of its resources [7]. Attackers can send a large amount of data as input to the application so that the application overwrites other instruction or they can send repetitive SOAP message, a recursive payload in an attempt to overload a Web Service.

D. Error Handling

Attackers can obtain the sensitive information from the internal state of Web Service by catching uncaught exceptions as SOAP fault elements within the response to the client.

For above mentioned attacks, we propose a tolerant scheme to deal with them. Next step illustrates the System Design of our proposal.

4. System Design

We first explore Motivating Scenario where SOAP messages can be attacked and then describe proposed system design.

4.1 Motivating Scenario

Consider a scenario where a customer connects to retailer shop’s Web Service going to update its order. In this scenario, we assume that customer and retailer shop have established reliable connection. Figure 1 demonstrates SOAP messages after it was being exposed to attack. The red box in the figure shows that the attacker injected, deleted some part of SOAP messages and changes some values of some parameters.

Figure 1. SOAP message after attack

Like scenario shown in this subsection, the SOAP message may be attacked and it may lead to significant vulnerabilities. Especially, the attacks in previous section can be considered as a serious threat to the security of the SOAP message. A proposal for this XML Injection problem is to validate the input parameter by using XML schema validation which is an important measure for checking the syntactical correctness of incoming message [8]. And a solution preventing SQL Injection attacks is to filter the input parameter extracted from SOAP message by making predefined setting and using the store procedure to manipulate database instead of normal SQL commands and catch all errors to prevent attackers from getting the sensitive information from the internal state of Web Service.

If the attacker tries to use DoS attacks by sending a large SOAP message so that the application overwrites other instruction or sending repetitive SOAP message, a recursive payload in an attempt to overload a Web Service, we can easily prevent them by using DoS validator as following:

- Use XML - SAX Parser instead of XML – DOM Parser.
- Check for buffer overflows by limiting the size of the SOAP request to avoid large XML SOAP messages.
- Perform checks a recursive payload in the program flow by giving a strict depth of SOAP message.
- Checking repetitive SOAP message requests in an attempt to overload a Web Service by issuing a limitation of SOAP messages in a specific period.

In case that a provider does not have any tools to detect the SOAP message to reduce the vulnerability, it is real risk for his/her business. The reliability of the Web Services decreases. Therefore, we propose our system to solve those problems as a whole and thus provide more reliable message exchange in Web Services.

4.2 System Architecture

Figure 2 represents the general design of the proposed system flow module. The system architecture is structured in following three layers:

Figure 2. System Design.
Decision layer: The layer where according to the Security Report, Decision Point will make a decision if the SOAP request should be fixed or not. Decision layer also chooses the optimal SOAP message among fixed ones.

Fixing layer: The layer where SOAP request is being fixed. We used simulation engine to generate alternative SOAP messages.

4.3 System Sequence Chart

Our system architecture is described in details through system sequence chart in Figure 3. Web service client sends a message to Web services provider to get some information. We subdivided explanation into several parts to make it more comprehensible. Each part corresponds to a numerrated section of the figure.

![System Sequence Chart](image_url)

1. Client request is parsed by SAX parser instead of DOM parser and accepted in Detection Management.
2. Detection Management asks the DoS validator, the schema validator as well as the SQL validator to perform operations to determine the safety of this message for the system. The content of SOAP message have to be followed by DoS validator, XML Schema of the schema validator and be marshaled by regular expressions of the SQL validator. If not, the system will reject this SOAP message. If SOAP message passes this step, systems will analyzes it and send security report to Decision Point.
3. After receiving security report from Detection Management, Decision Point first notifies customer about decision.
   3.1 If SOAP message does not need to be fixed then the system will redirect SOAP message to Event Queue Manager.
   3.2 If SOAP should be fixed then the system sends it to Fixing Machine.
4. In case if SOAP message should be fixed, Fixing Machine receives decision from Decision Point and loads a set of metadata from database. Metadata has corresponding instructions to fix SOAP fault elements.
5. Loaded metadata transmits to Simulation Engine and Simulation Engine generates SOAP messages according to provider’s requirements.
6. Newly generated SOAP messages are sent to Detection Management.
7. Detection Management receives the SOAP messages, analyzes them and sends the security reports about newly generated SOAP messages to Decision Point.
8. Based on security reports Decision Point chooses the best result and sends it to the Event Queue Manager.
9. Event Queue Manager sends the optimized SOAP message to provider.

After finishing above steps, the original SOAP message has been optimized and now it satisfies the provider’s security requirement. The system has detected and fixed faults in SOAP messages. Thus reliability of Web Services is improved.

5. System Implementation

This section will show the experimental results of our system. Experimental results reflect XML attacks on SOAP message (figure 1) which was mentioned in section 4. We can see some vulnerabilities in this SOAP message such as quantity’s value is “wwwwww” and password’s value is Jack’ OR ’1=1. “wwwwww” is not valid for quantity which should be a integer. And Jack’ OR ’1=1 is often used for SQL Injection. For example, UPDATE user SET quantity=3500 WHERE username= ‘Jack’ AND password=’Jack’ OR ’1=1’. This SQL command can be executed although the password Jack’ OR ’1=1 does not match with the password in database. However, those vulnerabilities can be easily identified by the following regular expression pattern (Figure 4) and a part of XML schema (Figure 5).
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Therefore, that SOAP message is rejected by the system. And the system announces Web Service Client to know about that. We assume that clients send to the providers another SOAP message as Figure 6.
After detection phase, two faults are detected. These are, Action element is deleted and MessageID element is added. The system generates a security report shown in Figure 7 with Bit-Stream String of 1111011 and security level of 6/8. And fix corrupted elements. Through this Bit-Stream String, system can quickly recognize which element has fault. In our case it is Action element. After fixing, Action element is added to SOAP message as Figure 8.

This Bit-Stream should be called up again to analyze newly generated SOAP message. So after analyzing SOAP message, we have following bits 11111111 with security level (7/8) which indicates that SOAP message is enough secured. This result is shown in Figure 9.

### 6. Conclusion

Web Services are gaining rapidly because they are easy to use and independent of platforms and languages. Accompany with them, security vulnerabilities in SOAP messages are more and more serious. However, most of the approaches that have been proposed do not deal with protecting SOAP message as a whole. On contrast, in this paper, we explored some kind of attacks on SOAP messages and proposed a tolerant scheme which is able to detect and fix typical faults in SOAP messages against SOAP-based attacks. Experimental result shows us that various XML attacks, such as XML injection, SQL injection, DoS attacks, reordering attacks and elimination of important parts of message are detected and possibly fixed according to Web Service provider’s security requirements. So the SOAP messages can be safe in both content and structure. The reliability of the SOAP is higher.

In our future work in this direction we are trying to research overhead of the proposed solution and explore the limitations if exists. We also plan to conduct a performance evaluation by comparing the current approach with other existing solutions.
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